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ABSTRACT

Imitation learning from human-expert demonstrations has been shown to be greatly
helpful for challenging reinforcement learning problems with sparse environment
rewards. However, it is very difficult to achieve similar success without relying
on expert demonstrations. Recent works on self-imitation learning showed that
imitating the agent’s own past good experience could indirectly drive exploration
in some environments, but these methods often lead to sub-optimal and myopic
behavior. To address this issue, we argue that exploration in diverse directions by
imitating diverse trajectories, instead of focusing on limited good trajectories, is
more desirable for the hard-exploration tasks. We propose a new method of learning
a trajectory-conditioned policy to imitate diverse trajectories from the agent’s own
past experiences and show that such self-imitation helps avoid myopic behavior
and increases the chance of finding a globally optimal solution for hard-exploration
tasks, especially when there are misleading rewards. Our method significantly
outperforms existing self-imitation learning and count-based exploration methods
on various hard-exploration tasks with local optima. In particular, we report a
state-of-the-art score of more than 20,000 points on Montezumas Revenge without
using expert demonstrations or resetting to arbitrary states.

1 INTRODUCTION

Hard-exploration tasks, particularly characterized by sparse environment rewards, are traditionally
challenging in reinforcement learning (RL), because the agent must carefully balance the exploration
and exploitation when taking a long sequence of actions to receive infrequent non-zero rewards.
Demonstration data has been shown to be helpful for tackling hard-exploration problems (Subrama-
nian et al., 2016); many existing methods (Hester et al., 2018; Pohlen et al., 2018; Aytar et al., 2018;
Salimans & Chen, 2018) provide the guidance for exploration based on imitation learning of expert
demonstrations and achieve strong performances on hard-exploration tasks. However, the reliance on
human demonstrations largely limits the general applicability of such approaches.

Figure 1: Map of Apple-Gold domain,
where the reward for getting an apple, get-
ting the gold and taking a step in the rock
is 1, 10, -0.05 respectively. The time limit
for one episode is 45 steps.

The agent’s own past good trajectories with high total rewards
are easily accessible (though imperfect) alternatives for the
human-expert demonstrations. Recent works (Oh et al., 2018;
Gangwani et al., 2018) verify that imitation learning from
the agent’s previous good trajectories could indirectly drive
exploration in certain environments. However, imitation of
good experiences within limited directions might hurt ex-
ploration in some cases. Specifically, in environments with
misleading rewards which may trap the agent in local optima,
simply imitating ‘good’ trajectories that would accumulate
misleading positive rewards may guide the agent to a myopic
behavior and hinder it from reaching a higher return in the
longer term. Therefore, imitating diverse trajectories would
be more desirable to help encourage exploration in diverse directions and avoid being distracted by
the misleading rewards. For example, as illustrated in Figure 1, the agent starts in the bottom left
corner where it can easily collect apples near its initial location by random exploration and achieve a
small positive reward. If the agent imitates the trajectories around the orange path, it would receive
the nearby positive rewards quickly but it is unlikely to collect the gold within a given time limit.
Therefore, in order to find the optimal path (purple), it is better to exploit the past experiences in
diverse directions (gray paths), instead of focusing only on the trajectories with the myopic behavior.
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This paper investigates how imitation of diverse past trajectories leads a further exploration and helps
avoid getting stuck at a sub-optimal behavior. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
(1) We propose a novel architecture for a trajectory-conditioned policy that can imitate diverse
demonstrations. (2) We show the importance of imitating diverse past experiences to indirectly drive
exploration to different regions of the environment, by comparing to existing approaches on various
sparse-reward reinforcement learning tasks with discrete and continuous action space. (3) We achieve
a performance comparable with the state-of-the-art on hard-exploration Atari game of Montezuma’s
Revenge and Pitfall without using expert demonstrations or resetting to arbitrary states.

2 RELATED WORK

Imitation Learning The goal of imitation learning is to train a policy to mimic a given demonstra-
tion. Many previous works achieve good results on hard-exploration Atari games by imitating human
demonstrations. DQfD (Hester et al., 2018) combines the temporal difference updates in Q-learning
with the supervised classification of the demonstrators’ actions. Ape-X DQfD (Pohlen et al., 2018)
extends DQfD with the transformed Bellman operator and temporal consistency loss to improve the
efficiency of exploration. Aytar et al. (2018) learn embeddings from a variety of demonstrations
videos and proposes the one-shot imitation learning reward, which inspires the design of reward in our
method. All these successful attempts rely on the availability of human demonstrations. In contrast,
our method treats the agent’s past trajectories as demonstrations. Imitation learning is more difficult
when the environment becomes more stochastic because the demonstrations could not account for
all possible situations. Our method allows for some flexibility to follow the demonstrations in a
soft-order and thus could perform well in the environment with a moderate degree of stochasticity. As
discussed in Appendix C.1, we can easily extend our method to handle a more challenging scenario
(e.g., where the location of objects could be random). Yet, imitation learning in extremely stochastic
environments is still an open problem (Ghosh et al., 2017; Paine et al., 2019).
Self-Imitation Learning a good policy by imitating past experiences has been discussed where the
agent is trained to imitate only the high-reward trajectories with the SIL (Oh et al., 2018) or GAIL
objective (Gangwani et al., 2018). In contrast, we store the past trajectories ending with diverse states
in the buffer, because trajectories with low reward in the short term might lead to high reward in
the long term, and thus following a diverse set of trajectories could be beneficial for discovering
optimal solutions. Furthermore, our method focuses on explicit trajectory-level imitation while
existing methods use sampled state-action pairs from the buffer to update the policy. Gangwani et al.
(2018) proposed to learn multiple diverse policies in a SIL framework using the Stein Variational
Policy Gradient. Empirically, their exploration can be limited by the number of policies learned
simultaneously and the exploration performance of every single policy, as shown in Appendix F.
Exploration Many exploration methods (Schmidhuber, 1991; Auer, 2002; Chentanez et al., 2005;
Strehl & Littman, 2008) in RL tend to award a bonus to encourage an agent to visit novel states.
Recently this idea was scaled up to large state spaces (Tang et al., 2017; Bellemare et al., 2016;
Ostrovski et al., 2017; Burda et al., 2018). We propose that instead of directly taking a quantification
of novelty as an intrinsic reward, one can encourage exploration by rewarding the agent when it
successfully imitates demonstrations that would lead to novel states and gain the advantages in
exploitation, as discussed in Appendix I. Go-Explore (Ecoffet et al., 2019) also shows the benefit of
exploration by returning to promising states. Our method can be viewed in general as an extension of
Go-Explore, though we do not need to explicitly divide learning into two phases of exploration and
robustification. Go-Explore relies on the assumption that the environment is resettable. Resetting
to an arbitrary state is often infeasible in real environments and gives an unfair advantage. When
using a perfect goal-conditioned policy instead of a direct ‘reset’ function, this variant of Go-Explore
may not explore as efficiently as our method, as discussed in Appendix H. Previous works attempted
reaching a goal state by learning a set of sub-policies (Liu et al., 2019) or a goal-conditioned policy
in pixel observation space (Dong et al., 2019). Gregor et al. (2016); Eysenbach et al. (2018); Pong
et al. (2019) seek a diversity of exploration by maximizing the entropy of mixture skill policies or
generated goal states. However, these methods do not show experimental results performing well on
sparse-reward environments with a rich observation space like Atari games.
Goal-Conditioned Policy Andrychowicz et al. (2017); Nair et al. (2017); Schaul et al. (2015a);
Pathak et al. (2018) studied learning a goal-conditioned policy. Our trajectory-conditioned policy
could be viewed as a goal-conditioned policy. Similarly to hindsight experience replay (Andrychowicz
et al., 2017), our approach samples goal states from past experiences. Compared to conditioning
on a single final goal state, the state trajectory includes rich intermediate information leading the
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Algorithm 1 Diverse Self-Imitation Learning with Trajectory-Conditioned Policy

Initialize parameter θ for the trajectory-conditioned policy πθ(at|e≤t, ot, g)
Initialize the trajectory buffer D ← ∅ # Store diverse past trajectories
Initialize set of transitions in the current episode E ← ∅ # Store current episode trajectory
Initialize set of on-policy samples F ← ∅ # Store data for on-policy PPO update
Initialize demonstration trajectory g ← ∅
for each iteration i from 1 to I do

for each step t do
Observe st = {ot, et} and choose an action at ∼ πθ(at|e≤t, ot, g)
Execute action at in the environment to get rt, ot+1, et+1

Store transition E ← E ∪ {(ot, et, at, rt)}
# Positive reward if agent follows demonstration g
# No reward after agent completes g and then takes random exploration
Determine rDTSIL

t by comparing e≤t+1 with g (Eq. 1)
Store on-policy sample F ← F ∪

{
(ot, et, at, g, r

DTSIL
t )

}
end for
if st+1 is terminal then
D ← UpdateBuffer(D, E) (Alg. 2)
Clear current episode trajectory E ← ∅
g ← SampleDemo(D, i, I) (Alg. 3)

end if
θ ← θ − η∇θLRL # Perform PPO update using on-policy samples (Eq. 2)
Clear on-policy samples F ← ∅
θ ← θ − η∇θLSL # Perform supervised learning updates using samples from D for J times (Eq. 3)

end for

agent to follow a demonstration and reach the goal state even far away from the current state. Our
method shares the same motivation as Duan et al. (2017) which uses an attention model over the
demonstration but mainly focuses on the block stacking task. However, our architecture is simpler
since it does not use an attention model over the current observation and our method is evaluated on
various environments.

3 METHOD

The main idea of our method is to maintain a buffer of diverse trajectories collected during training
and to train a trajectory-conditioned policy by leveraging reinforcement learning and supervised
learning to roughly follow demonstrations sampled from the trajectory buffer. The demonstration
trajectories cover diverse possible directions in the environment. Therefore, the agent is encouraged
to explore beyond various visited states in the environment and gradually push its exploration frontier
further. In the meantime, we can train the policy to imitate the best trajectories collected to exploit
the past good experiences. We put more weights on exploration in the early stage of training, and
then increases the probability of imitating the best trajectories (i.e., exploitation) as training goes on.
We name our method as Diverse Trajectory-conditioned Self-Imitation Learning (DTSIL).

3.1 BACKGROUND AND NOTATION

In the standard reinforcement learning setting, at each time step t, an agent observes a state st, selects
an action at ∈ A, and receives a reward rt when transitioning to a next state st+1 ∈ S , where S is a
set of all states and A is a set of all actions. The goal is to find a policy πθ(a|s) parameterized by θ
that maximizes the expected return Eπθ [

∑T
t=0 γ

trt], where γ ∈ (0, 1] is a discount factor.

In our work, we assume a state st includes the agent’s observation ot (e.g., raw pixel image) and a
high-level abstract state embedding et (e.g., the agent’s location in the abstract space). The embedding
et may be learnable from o≤t (e.g., ADM (Choi et al., 2018) could localize the agent in Atari games),
but in this work, we consider a setting where high-level embedding is provided as a part of st 1. A
trajectory-conditioned policy πθ(at|e≤t, ot, g) (which we refer to as πθ(·|g) in shorthand notation)
takes a sequence of state embeddings g = {eg1, e

g
2, · · · , e

g
|g|} as input for a demonstration, where |g| is

1In many important application domains (e.g. the robotics domain), such handcrafted representation is
available. Also, learning a good state representation itself is an important open question and extremely challeng-
ing especially for hard-exploration and sparse-reward environments, which is not the main focus of this work.
Therefore, we assume the availability of the high-level representations as many previous works (Florensa et al.,
2017; Liu et al., 2019; Ecoffet et al., 2019; Plappert et al., 2018)
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the length of the trajectory g. A sequence of the agent’s past state embeddings e≤t = {e1, e2, · · · , et}
is provided to determine which part of the demonstration has been followed by the agent. Together
with the current observation ot, it helps to determine the correct action at to accurately imitate the
demonstration. Our goal here is to find a set of optimal state embedding sequence(s) g∗ and the
policy π∗θ(·|g) to maximize the return: g∗, θ∗ , arg maxg,θ Eπθ(·|g)[

∑T
t=0 γ

trt]. For robustness we
may want to find multiple near-optimal embedding sequences with similar returns and a trajectory-
conditioned policy for executing them. In our implementation, we train the trajectory-conditioned
policy to imitate the best trajectories. Alternatively, an unconditional stochastic policy could also be
trained to imitate the best trajectories, which may further improve generalization and robustness (see
Appendix C.1 for more discussion and experiments).

3.2 ORGANIZING TRAJECTORY BUFFER

We maintain a trajectory buffer D = {(e(1), τ (1), n(1)), (e(2), τ (2), n(2)), · · · } of diverse past trajec-
tories. For each embedding-trajectory-count tuple (e(i), τ (i), n(i)), τ (i) is the best trajectory ending
with a state with the high-level representation e(i), and n(i) is the number of times the cluster repre-
sented by this state embedding e(i) has been visited during training. To maintain a compact buffer,
similar state embeddings within the tolerance threshold th can be clustered together, and the existing
entry is replaced if an improved trajectory τ (i) ending with a near-identical state is found.

When given a new episode E = {(o0, e0, a0, r0), · · · , (oT , eT , aT , rT )}, all of the state embeddings
et(1 ≤ t ≤ T ) in this episode E are considered as follows (similarly to Ecoffet et al. (2019)), because
the buffer should maintain all of the possible paths available for future exploration to avoid missing any
possibility to find an optimal solution. If the Euclidean distance between et and any state embedding
e(i) in the buffer is larger than th (i.e et does not belong to any existing cluster in the buffer),
(et, τ≤t, 1) is directly pushed into the buffer, where τ≤t = {(o0, e0, a0, r0), · · · , (ot, et, at, rt)} is
the agent’s partial episode ending with et. If there exists e(k) similar to et (i.e., e(k) and et belong
to the same cluster within threshold th) and the partial episode τ≤t is better (i.e., higher return or
shorter trajectory) than the stored trajectory τ (k), τ (k) is replaced by the current trajectory τ≤t, and
e(k) is replaced by et to represent this cluster of state embeddings. The full algorithm in pseudo-code
is described in Appendix A.1.

3.3 SAMPLING DEMONSTRATIONS

When learning a trajectory-conditioned policy π, demonstration trajectories are sampled from the
bufferD. We record the count n(i) of how many times the cluster represented by this state embedding
e(i) is visited. In the exploration mode, we set the probability of sampling each trajectory as 1/

√
n(i).

This is inspired by the count-based exploration bonus (Strehl & Littman, 2008; Bellemare et al., 2016)
and the idea of rank-based prioritization (Schaul et al., 2015b; Ecoffet et al., 2019): we prioritize a
trajectory that ends with a less frequently visited state because this leads the agent to reach rarely
visited regions in the state space and is more promising for discovering novel states.

On the other hand, in the imitation mode, we sample the best trajectories stored in the buffer for
imitation learning. These trajectories are used to train the policy to converge to a high-reward behavior
(Aytar et al., 2018; Ecoffet et al., 2019). To balance between exploration and exploitation, we decrease
the probability of taking the exploration mode and exploit the best experiences more as training goes
on. The algorithm is described in Appendix A.2.

3.4 LEARNING TRAJECTORY-CONDITIONED POLICY

Imitation Reward Given a demonstration trajectory g = {eg0, e
g
1, · · · , e

g
|g|}, we provide reward

signals for imitating g. At the beginning of an episode, the index u of the last visited state embedding
in the demonstration is initialized as u = −1. At each step t, if the agent’s new state st+1 has an
embedding et+1 and it is the similar enough to any of the next ∆t state embeddings starting from the
last visited state embedding egu in the demonstration (i.e., ‖et+1 − egu′‖ < thwhere u < u′ ≤ u+∆t),
then it receives a positive imitation reward rim, and the index of the last visited state embedding in
the demonstration is updated as u← u′. This encourages the agent to visit the state embeddings in
the demonstration in a soft-order so that the agent could explore around the demonstration and the
demonstration plays a role to guide the agent to the region of interest in the state embedding space.
To summarize, the agent receives a reward rDTSIL

t defined as

rDTSIL
t =

{
f(rt) + rim if ∃u′, u < u′ ≤ u+ ∆t, such that ‖egu′ − et+1‖ < th

0 otherwise,
(1)
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Demonstration
Trajectory g ⇠ D
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Agent’s
Trajectory

Figure 2: An example showing the updates of u, given ∆t =
4. At each step t, we check the state embedding et+1 to find
similar state embedding egu′ satisfying et+1 ≈ egu′ (i.e. ‖et+1 −
egu′‖ < th) and to determine the reward according to Equation 1.
After completing the demonstration, the agent performs random
exploration with reward 0 (e5 ∼ e7).
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<latexit sha1_base64="20XvuQowmn/b4wZLNQNpO6yyMXw=">AAACunicbVFNbxMxEHWWr1K+0nLkYhEhcQjRbotEDxwqwYFjkUhbqYmisXeyseKPxZ4FltX+B34BV/hL/Bu8aQ40y0iWnt+b8YzniVKrQGn6Z5Dcun3n7r29+/sPHj56/GR4cHgeXOUlTqXTzl8KCKiVxSkp0nhZegQjNF6I9btOv/iCPihnP1Fd4txAYdVSSaBILYaHBZ8FZfjMAK0k6OZ9uxiO0km6Cd4H2RaM2DbOFgeDH7PcycqgJakhhKssLWnegCclNbb7sypgCXINBV5FaMFgmDeb4Vv+IjI5XzofjyW+Yf+taMCEUBsRM7sZw67Wkf/VJFiJeqc7LU/mjbJlRWjldfNlpTk53m2H58qjJF1HANKrOD+XK/AgKe7wxuuk1t/bHvPqM3mMP94IHaGV8ODrxiibGyjHnRzanhxWUGKYFOgMkleynwHeu69hzEXsVnhX2TxeomFyzFdOiHrMSxdUZ6qyRedhtutYH5wfTbLjydHH16PTk62be+wZe85esoy9YafsAztjUybZN/aT/WK/k7eJSFSyvk5NBtuap+xGJPQXQeTduw==</latexit>

...
<latexit sha1_base64="/ps7m72IRakV+XzlF0MmYPWJgH8=">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</latexit>h0

<latexit sha1_base64="avtN/9POZOLHmx9Bng/AEJ4GIPc=">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</latexit>

h1
<latexit sha1_base64="Y276hoMxSPiXPZ1bATcS675oyPE=">AAACqXicbVFNb9NAEN2Yr1I+2sKRy4oICYkQ2QWJHitx6bFVSRvRRtF4PLFX2Q+zu6ZyLf8EpJ7gt/Fvuk5zoDEjrfT2vZmd2XlpKYXzcfx3ED14+Ojxk62n28+ev3i5s7v36syZyiJN0Ehjpyk4kkLTxAsvaVpaApVKOk+XXzv9/CdZJ4z+5uuSZgpyLRYCwQfqtJgn891hPI5XwfsgWYMhW8fxfG9wc5kZrBRpjxKcu0ji0s8asF6gpHb7snJUAi4hp4sANShys2Y1a8vfBSbjC2PD0Z6v2H8rGlDO1SoNmQp84Ta1jvyvhqCR5EZ3vziYNUKXlSeNd80XleTe8G4ZPBOW0Ms6AEArwvwcC7CAPqzs3uteLK/bHvPxh7cUfrwSOkKK1IKtGyV0pqAcdbJre7IroCQ3zsko8lZgPwOsNVduxNPQLbem0lm4IEgc8cKkaT3ipXGi81DovA0eJpuO9cHZ/jj5NN4/+Tw8PFi7ucXesLfsPUvYF3bIjtgxmzBkOfvFfrM/0YfoJJpG3+9So8G65jW7FxHeAjgr1y4=</latexit>

ht
<latexit sha1_base64="BeuVo79kS0eLzMo85XQ5j31wBg4=">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</latexit>

eg1
<latexit sha1_base64="lJw7uE4Ai+bJhyA+7BxJAfB3l8E=">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</latexit>

e0
<latexit sha1_base64="MFpP+xjfV7CWxGvcF7oeNiRozcM=">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</latexit>

e1<latexit sha1_base64="0zcSnWSaIZZ2kh70pAqk1+J9I74=">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</latexit>

et<latexit sha1_base64="hCKyM/kT+CpmysNMb36hmbnX4ao=">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</latexit>

Agent’s Trajectory

↵t<latexit sha1_base64="fd7kY3QzsnmcM+2QguBPkZ8g0V8=">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</latexit>

Attention

Readout ct<latexit sha1_base64="E8LSHhqg8MLY3BUkCbBYjm87LTA=">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</latexit>

ot<latexit sha1_base64="pItX1dLeegvb2dVee+9NQ95+YfY=">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</latexit>

FC

Observation

Conv

⇡(at | et, ot, g)
<latexit sha1_base64="UGeE0n2u4w752swz8aaRhd6qrDI=">AAACx3icbVFNb9NAEN2Yr1I+msKRAysipCKZyClI9FiJC9yKRNpKdWSN1xNnlf0wu+NCsHzgwJ3/wRV+DP+GdZoDjRlppbfvzezszMsrJT0lyZ9BdOPmrdt3du7u3rv/4OHecP/Rqbe1EzgVVll3noNHJQ1OSZLC88oh6FzhWb582+lnl+i8tOYjrSqcaSiNnEsBFKhs+DSt5AFkxFMtC45Zkyrk1MbcZhTz8kU2HCXjZB28DyYbMGKbOMn2Bz/SwopaoyGhwPuLSVLRrAFHUihsd9PaYwViCSVeBGhAo58160la/jwwBZ9bF44hvmb/rWhAe7/SecjUQAu/rXXkfzUBRqDa6k7zo1kjTVUTGnHVfF4rTpZ3q+KFdChIrQIA4WT4PxcLcCAoLPTa6ySXX9se8/ITOQwTr4WOUDJ34FaNlqbQUMWd7Nue7BdQoR+XaDWSk6KfAc7Zzz7meehWOlubIlwEKBHzhc3zVcwr62XnsDRlGzycbDvWB6eH48mr8eGH16Pjo42bO+wJe8YO2IS9YcfsHTthUybYd/aT/WK/o/eRjS6jL1ep0WBT85hdi+jbX6nf4c0=</latexit>

V (et, ot, g)
<latexit sha1_base64="V2f7dB+EUwmFCVXvoaXbYa5NfYA=">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</latexit>

Figure 3: Architecture of the trajectory-
conditioned policy (see Appendix B).

where f(·) is a monotonically increasing function (e.g., clipping (Mnih et al., 2015)). Figure 2
illustrates the updates of u during an episode when the agent visits a state whose embedding is close
to state embeddings in the demonstration g.

Policy Architecture For imitation learning with diverse demonstrations, we design a trajectory-
conditioned policy πθ(at|e≤t, ot, g) that should imitate any given trajectory g. Inspired by neural
machine translation methods (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014), one can view the demon-
stration as the source sequence and view the incomplete trajectory of the agent’s state representations
as the target sequence. We apply a recurrent neural network (RNN) and an attention mechanism to
the sequence data to predict actions that would make the agent follow the demonstration.

As illustrated in Figure 3, RNN computes the hidden features hgi for each state embedding egi (0 ≤
i ≤ |g|) in the demonstration and derives the hidden features ht for the agent’s state representation
et. Then the attention weight αt is computed by comparing the current agent’s hidden features ht
with the demonstration’s hidden features hgi (0 ≤ i ≤ |g|). The attention readout ct is computed
as an attention-weighted summation of the demonstration’s hidden features to capture the relevant
information in the demonstration trajectory and to predict the action at. The more details of policy
architecture are described in Appendix B.

Reinforcement Learning Objective With the reward defined as rDTSIL
t (Equation 1), the trajectory-

conditioned policy πθ can be trained with a policy gradient algorithm (Sutton et al., 2000):
LRL = Eπθ [− log πθ(at|e≤t, ot, g)Ât],

where Ât =

n−1∑
d=0

γdrDTSIL
t+d + γnVθ(e≤t+n, ot+n, g)− Vθ(e≤t, ot, g), (2)

where the expectation Eπθ indicates the empirical average over a finite batch of on-policy samples and
n denotes the number of rollout steps taken in each iteration. We use Proximal Policy Optimization
(PPO) (Schulman et al., 2017) as an actor-critic policy gradient algorithm for our experiments.

Supervised Learning Objective To improve trajectory-conditioned imitation learning and to better
leverage the past trajectories, we propose a supervised learning objective. We sample a trajectory
τ = {(o0, e0, a0, r0), (o1, e1, a1, r1) · · · } ∈ D, formulate the demonstration g = {e0, e1, · · · , e|g|}
and assume the agent’s incomplete trajectory is the partial trajectory g≤t = e≤t = {e0, e1, · · · , et}
for any 1 ≤ t ≤ |g|. Then at is the ‘correct’ action at step t for the agent to imitate the demonstration.
Our supervised learning objective is to maximize the log probability of taking such actions:

LSL = − log πθ(at|e≤t, ot, g), where g = {e0, e1, · · · , e|g|}. (3)

4 EXPERIMENTS

In the experiments, we aim to answer the following questions: (1) How well does the trajectory-
conditioned policy imitate the diverse demonstration trajectories? (2) Does imitation of the past
diverse experience enable the agent to further explore more diverse directions and guide the explo-
ration to find the trajectory with a near-optimal total reward? (3) Can our proposed method aid in
avoiding myopic behaviors and converge to near-optimal solutions?
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(b) Curve of the best episode re-
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(c) Curve of the number of state
embedding clusters found during
training
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(d) Curve of the average imitation
success ratio

Figure 4: Learning curves on Apple-Gold domain averaged over 5 runs, where the curves in dark colors are
average over 5 curves in light colors. The x-axis and y-axis correspond to the number of steps and statistics
about the performance, respectively. The average reward and average imitation success ratio are the mean values
over 40 recent episodes.
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Figure 5: Visualization of trajectories stored in the buffer for PPO+SIL and DTSIL (ours) over time. The agent
(gray), apple (red) and gold (yellow) are shown as squares for simplicity. The rocky region is in light blue.

We compare our method with the following baselines: (1) PPO: Proximal Policy Optimization
(Schulman et al., 2017); (2) PPO+EXP: PPO with reward f(rt) + λ/

√
N(et), where λ/

√
N(et)

is the count-based exploration bonus, N(e) is the number of times the cluster which the state
representation e belongs to was visited during training and λ is the hyper-parameter controlling the
weight of exploration term; (3) PPO+SIL: PPO with Self-Imitation Learning (Oh et al., 2018). More
details about the implementation can be found in the Appendix.

4.1 APPLE-GOLD DOMAIN

The Apple-Gold domain (shown in Figure 1) is a simple grid-world environment with misleading
rewards that can lead the agent to local optima. An observation consists of the agent’s location (xt, yt)
and binary variables showing whether the agent has gotten the apple or the gold. A state is represented
as the agent’s location and the cumulative positive reward: et = (xt, yt,

∑t
i=1 max(ri, 0)), indicating

the location of the agent and the collected objects.

As shown in Figure 4a, PPO, PPO+SIL, and PPO+EXP agents are stuck with the sub-optimal policy
of collecting the two apples. In Figure 4b, PPO+EXP agent could occasionally explore further and
gather the gold with total reward 8.5. However, the agent does not replicate the good trajectory due
to the negative reward along the optimal path and network forgetting about the good experiences.
DTSIL marches forward on the right side of the maze and achieves the highest total reward 8.5 within
the time limit. Figure 4c shows the number of different state embeddings found during training.

In Figure 4d, we show the average success ratio of the imitation during training. It is defined as
follows: for a given demonstration g = {eg0, e

g
1, · · · , e

g
|g|}, let u be the index of the last visited state

embedding in g when the agent’s current episode terminates, then the success ratio of imitating g
is u
|g| (i.e., the portion of trajectory imitated). Ideally, we want the success ratio to be 1.0, which

indicates that the trajectory-conditioned policy could successfully follow any given demonstration
from the buffer. At 5M steps, the trajectories with the optimal total reward 8.5 are found, and our
trajectory-conditioned policy eventually imitates them well with a success ratio around 1.0.

Figure 5 visualizes a learning process. PPO+SIL fails on this task because the agent quickly
exploits good experiences of collecting the apples and the buffer is filled with the trajectories in the
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Figure 6: Learning curves of the average episode reward, the best episode reward, and the number of different
rooms found on Montezuma’s Revenge and Pitfall, averaged over 3 runs. On Montezuma’s Revenge, DT-
SIL+EXP discovers around 40 rooms on average while PPO+EXP never finds a path to pass through all 24
rooms at the first level and then proceed to the next level.

nearby region. On the contrary, DTSIL maintains a buffer of diverse trajectories which are used as
demonstrations to guide the agent to explore different regions and discover an optimal behavior.

4.2 ATARI MONTEZUMA’S REVENGE AND PITFALL

We evaluate our method on the hard-exploration game Montezuma’s Revenge and Pitfall in the Arcade
Learning Environment (ALE) (Bellemare et al., 2013; Machado et al., 2017). The environment setting
is the same as Mnih et al. (2015). There is a random initial delay resulting in stochasticity in
the environment. The observation is a frame of raw pixel images, and the state representation
et = (roomt, xt, yt,

∑t
i=1 max(ri, 0)) consists of the agent’s ground truth location (obtained from

RAM) and the accumulated positive environment reward, which implicitly indicates the objects
the agent has collected2. It is worth noting that even with the ground-truth location of the agent,
on these two infamously difficult games, it is highly non-trivial to explore efficiently and avoid
local optima without relying on expert demonstrations or being able to reset to arbitrary states. In
addition to the agent’s location information, many complicated elements such as moving entities,
traps, and the agent’s inventory are included in the state. Therefore, these Atari games with agent’s
location information are still much more challenging than the grid world environments. Empirically,
as summarized in Table 1, the previous SOTA baselines using the agent’s ground truth location
information even fails to achieve high scores.

Using the state representation et, we introduce a variant ‘DTSIL+EXP’ that adds a count-based
exploration bonus r+t = 1/

√
N(et) to Eq.1 for faster exploration3. As shown in Figure 6a and 6e, in

the early stage, the average episode reward of DTSIL+EXP is worse than PPO+EXP because our
policy is trained to imitate diverse demonstrations rather than directly maximize the environment
reward. Contrary to PPO+EXP, DTSIL+EXP agent is not eager to myopically follow the high-reward
path since the path with a relatively low score in the short term might lead to higher rewards in the
long term. On Montezuma’s Revenge, for example, with two keys in hand, PPO+EXP agent often
opens a nearby door and loses the chance of opening the last two doors of the first level4. As training
continues, DTSIL+EXP successfully discovers trajectories to pass the first level with a total reward
of more than 20,000, as shown in Figure 6b. While gradually increasing the probability of imitating
the best trajectories in the buffer by sampling them as demonstrations, the average episode reward

2We can also use the number of keys as an element in the state embedding as in (Ecoffet et al., 2019) to
reduce the size of the state embedding space and improve the performance, as shown in Appendix H.

3Note that the existing exploration methods listed in Table 1 already take advantage of count-based exploration
bonus (e.g., A2C+CoEX+RAM, SmartHash, DeepCS, and Abstract-HRL). Therefore, combination of DTSIL
and the count-based exploration bonus does not introduce unfair advantages over other baselines.

4Demo videos of the learned policies for both PPO+EXP and DTSIL+EXP are available at https://
sites.google.com/view/diverse-sil. In comparison to DTSIL+EXP, we could see the PPO+EXP
agent does not explore enough to make best use of the tools (e.g. sword, key) collected in the game. A map of
this level is shown in Figure 16 in Appendix.
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Method DTSIL A2C+CoEX+RAM SmartHash DeepCS Abstract-HRL A2C+SIL PPO+CoEX RND

MontezumaRevenge 20,187 6,600 5,661 3,500 11,000 2,500 11,618 10,070
Pitfall 6,546 - - -186 10,000 - - -3

Table 1: Comparison with the state-of-the-art results on Montezuma’s Revenge and Pitfall. Abstract-HRL Liu
et al. (2019) assumes more high-level state information, including the agent’s location, inventory and invetory
history, etc. DTSIL, A2C+CoEX+RAM (Choi et al., 2018), SmartHash (Tang et al., 2017), and DeepCS (Stanton
& Clune, 2018) only make use of agent’s location information from RAM, while A2C+SIL (Oh et al., 2018),
PPO+CoEX (Choi et al., 2018), and RND (Burda et al., 2018) do not use RAM information. The score is
averaged over multiple runs, gathered from each paper.
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Figure 7: The reward for getting the key, opening the door, and collecting the treasure (yellow block) is 1, 2, and
6 respectively. The learning curve of the episode reward is averaged over 3 independent runs.

could increase to surpass 20,000 in Figure 6a. On Pitfall, the positive reward is much sparser and
most of the actions yield small negative rewards that would discourage getting a high total reward in
the long term. However, our method still stores the trajectories with negative rewards, encourages the
agent to visit these novel regions and then discovers good paths with positive rewards as illustrated
in Figure 6f. Therefore we are able to eventually reach average episode reward over 0 in Figure 6e,
without expert demonstrations.

Table 1 compares our proposed method with previous works without using any expert demonstration
or resetting to an arbitrary state, where our approach significantly outperforms the other approaches
which make use of the same information from RAM about the agent’s location. In the Appendix C.3,
we present more experimental results on other interesting environments with discrete action space
such as Deep Sea (Osband et al., 2019).

4.3 MUJOCO

We evaluate DTSIL on continuous control tasks. We adapt the maze environment introduced in (Duan
et al., 2016) to construct a set of challenging tasks, which require the point mass agent to collect the
key, open the door with the same color and finally reach the treasure to get a high score. One key
cannot be re-used once it was used before to open a door with the same color, which makes the agent
to be easily trapped. A visualization of these environments is shown in Figure 7. The agent’s initial
location is randomly sampled from a Gaussian distribution as in standard MuJoco tasks (Brockman
et al., 2016). The observation is the agent’s location and range sensor reading about nearby objects.
The state representation is et = (xt, yt,

∑t
i=1 ri).

As shown in the first maze of Figure 7, the agent can easily get the blue key near its initial location
and open the blue door in the upper part. However, the optimal path is to bring the key to open the
blue door in the bottom and obtain the treasure, reaching an episode reward of 9. In the second maze,
the agent should bring the blue key and pick up the green key while avoiding opening the blue door
in the upper part. Then, the green and blue key can open the two doors at the bottom of the maze,
which results in the total reward of 12. The learning curves in Figure 7 show that PPO, PPO+EXP,
and PPO+SIL may get stuck at a sub-optimal behavior, whereas our policy eventually converges to
the behavior achieving the high episode reward.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper proposes to learn diverse policies by imitating diverse trajectory-level demonstrations
through count-based exploration over these trajectories. Imitation of diverse past trajectories can
guide the agent to rarely visited states and encourages further exploration of novel states. We show
that in a variety of environments with local optima, our method significantly improves self-imitation
learning (SIL). It avoids prematurely converging to a myopic solution and learns a near-optimal
behavior to achieve a high total reward.
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Appendix

A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ALGORITHMS

A.1 ALGORITHM OF TRAJECTORY BUFFER UPDATE

In Algorithm 2, we summarize how to process the collected episode and store the diverse trajectories
in the trajectory buffer.

Algorithm 2 Update Trajectory Buffer

Input: the trajectory buffer D = {(e(1), τ (1), n(1)), (e(2), τ (2), n(2)), · · · }
Input: the current episode E = {(o0, e0, a0, r0), (o1, e1, a1, r1), · · · , (oT , eT , aT , rT )}
Input: the threshold th for high level state embedding

# Consider all the states in E
for each step t do

# Consider state st and partial episode τ≤t = {(o0, e0, a0, r0), · · · , (ot, et, at, rt)}
if there exists (e(k), τ (k), n(k)) ∈ D where ‖e(k) − et‖ < th then

# Compare partial episode τ≤t with stored trajectory τ (k)
if τ≤t has higher total reward or reaches the same total reward with less steps then
τ (k) ← τ≤t = {(o0, e0, a0, r0), (o1, e1, a1, r1), · · · , (ot, et, at, rt)}
e(k) ← et

end if
n(k) ← n(k) + 1

else
D ← D ∪ (et, τ≤t, 1) where τ≤t = {(o0, e0, a0, r0), (o1, e1, a1, r1), · · · , (ot, et, at, rt)}

end if
end for
return D

A.2 ALGORITHM OF SAMPLING DEMONSTRATIONS

In Algorithm 3, we summarize how to sample the demonstrations from the trajectory buffer for
exploration or imitation. Considering the current iteration i and the total number of iterations I , the
probability of sampling demonstration for imitation to learn good behavior is i

I and the probability of
sampling demonstration from exploration is 1− i

I .

Algorithm 3 Sample Demonstration Trajectories

Input: the trajectory buffer D = {e(1), τ (1), n(1)), (e(2), τ (2), n(2)), · · · }
Input: current iteration i, total number of iterations I .

# With probability i
I , run the imitation mode; with probability 1− i

I , run the exploration mode
if random number ∼ U [0, 1] is smaller than i

I then
# sample the top-K trajectories reaching near-optimal score in the buffer
g ← {e0, e1, · · · , e|g|} for all (ot, et, at, rt) ∈ τ best

else
Calculate probability distribution p← [ 1√

n(1)
, 1√

n(2)
, · · · ]

p← p∑
j pj

Sample (e, τ, n) ∼ Categorical(D, p)
g ← {e0, e1, · · · , e|g|} for all (ot, et, at, rt) ∈ τ

end if
return g
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B DETAILS OF NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND TRAINING PROCESS

In the trajectory-conditioned policy (Figure 3), we first embed the input state et (or egi ) with a
fully-connected layer with 64 units. Next, a RNN with gated recurrent units (GRU) computes the
feature ht (or hgi ) with 128 units. The attention weight αt is calculated based on the Bahdanau
attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014). The concatenation of the attention readout ct, the
hidden feature of agent’s current state ht, and convolutional features from the observation are used to
predict π(at|e≤t, ot, g) with a linear layer.

For experiments on the Apple-Key domain, Toy Montezuma’s Revenge, and Mujoco, the features
from ot are not required for the policy. However, on the Atari games such as Montezuma’s Revenge,
it is necessary to take the raw observation ot as input into policy because the location information
in e≤t solely could not let the agent to take temporal context into account (e.g. avoiding moving
skulls and passing laser gates). With the raw observation ot with shape 84× 84× 4 as input, three
convolutional layers are used to encode ot and then the convolutional feature is flattened.
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hg
|g|

<latexit sha1_base64="0I7w7KUC75/+crUsojME2zUQP+o=">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</latexit>

...
<latexit sha1_base64="/ps7m72IRakV+XzlF0MmYPWJgH8=">AAACqXicbVFNb9QwEPWGr1I+2sKRi8UKCYklSgoSPVbiwrEVbLuiXVWTyWzWWn9hO6AQ5ScgcYLfxr/B2e6BbhjJ0vN7M57xvMJK4UOW/Rklt27fuXtv5/7ug4ePHu/tHzw586Z2SFM00rhZAZ6k0DQNIkiaWUegCknnxep9r59/JeeF0Z9CY2muoNJiIRBCpD6maXq1P87SbB18CPINGLNNnFwdjH5elgZrRTqgBO8v8syGeQsuCJTU7V7WnizgCiq6iFCDIj9v17N2/EVkSr4wLh4d+Jr9t6IF5X2jipipICz9ttaT/9UQNJLc6h4WR/NWaFsH0njdfFFLHgzvl8FL4QiDbCIAdCLOz3EJDjDEld14PYjV927AvP4SHMUfr4WekKJw4JpWCV0qsJNe9t1A9kuw5NOKjKLgBA4zwDnzzU94EbtVztS6jBcEiRO+NEXRTLg1XvQeCl110cN827EhODtM8zfp4enb8fHRxs0d9ow9Zy9Zzt6xY/aBnbApQ1axH+wX+528Sk6TWfL5OjUZbWqeshuR4F8+rdbA</latexit>

eg0
<latexit sha1_base64="fxBD3yafJ27jLEz3rWmvyIeBIiU=">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</latexit>

eg|g|
<latexit sha1_base64="j24CPU+MPvtbyUn1x2bZtma+zOU=">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</latexit>

Demonstration Trajectory g ⇠ D
<latexit sha1_base64="20XvuQowmn/b4wZLNQNpO6yyMXw=">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</latexit>

...
<latexit sha1_base64="/ps7m72IRakV+XzlF0MmYPWJgH8=">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</latexit>h0

<latexit sha1_base64="avtN/9POZOLHmx9Bng/AEJ4GIPc=">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</latexit>

h1
<latexit sha1_base64="Y276hoMxSPiXPZ1bATcS675oyPE=">AAACqXicbVFNb9NAEN2Yr1I+2sKRy4oICYkQ2QWJHitx6bFVSRvRRtF4PLFX2Q+zu6ZyLf8EpJ7gt/Fvuk5zoDEjrfT2vZmd2XlpKYXzcfx3ED14+Ojxk62n28+ev3i5s7v36syZyiJN0Ehjpyk4kkLTxAsvaVpaApVKOk+XXzv9/CdZJ4z+5uuSZgpyLRYCwQfqtJgn891hPI5XwfsgWYMhW8fxfG9wc5kZrBRpjxKcu0ji0s8asF6gpHb7snJUAi4hp4sANShys2Y1a8vfBSbjC2PD0Z6v2H8rGlDO1SoNmQp84Ta1jvyvhqCR5EZ3vziYNUKXlSeNd80XleTe8G4ZPBOW0Ms6AEArwvwcC7CAPqzs3uteLK/bHvPxh7cUfrwSOkKK1IKtGyV0pqAcdbJre7IroCQ3zsko8lZgPwOsNVduxNPQLbem0lm4IEgc8cKkaT3ipXGi81DovA0eJpuO9cHZ/jj5NN4/+Tw8PFi7ucXesLfsPUvYF3bIjtgxmzBkOfvFfrM/0YfoJJpG3+9So8G65jW7FxHeAjgr1y4=</latexit>

ht
<latexit sha1_base64="BeuVo79kS0eLzMo85XQ5j31wBg4=">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</latexit>

eg1
<latexit sha1_base64="lJw7uE4Ai+bJhyA+7BxJAfB3l8E=">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</latexit>

e0
<latexit sha1_base64="MFpP+xjfV7CWxGvcF7oeNiRozcM=">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</latexit>

e1<latexit sha1_base64="0zcSnWSaIZZ2kh70pAqk1+J9I74=">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</latexit>

et<latexit sha1_base64="hCKyM/kT+CpmysNMb36hmbnX4ao=">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</latexit>

Agent’s Trajectory

↵t<latexit sha1_base64="fd7kY3QzsnmcM+2QguBPkZ8g0V8=">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</latexit>

Attention

Readout ct<latexit sha1_base64="E8LSHhqg8MLY3BUkCbBYjm87LTA=">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</latexit>

ot<latexit sha1_base64="pItX1dLeegvb2dVee+9NQ95+YfY=">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</latexit>

FC

Observation

Conv

⇡(at | et, ot, g)
<latexit sha1_base64="UGeE0n2u4w752swz8aaRhd6qrDI=">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</latexit>

V (et, ot, g)
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Figure 8: Architecture of the trajectory-conditioned policy (Repeating Figure 3).

During training, our algorithm begins with an empty buffer D. We initialize the demonstration as
a list of zero vectors. With such an input demonstration, the agent performs random exploration
to collect trajectories to fill the buffer D. In practice, the sampled demonstration trajectory g =
{eg0, e

g
1, · · · , e

g
|g|} could be lengthy. We present a part of the demonstration as the input into the policy,

similarly to translating a paragraph sentence by sentence. Specifically, we first input {eg0, e
g
1, · · · , egm}

(m ≤ |g|) into the policy. When the index of the agent’s last visited state embedding in the
demonstration u belongs to {m−∆t, · · · ,m}, we think that the agent has accomplished this part of
the demonstration, and switch to the next part {egu, e

g
u+1, · · · , e

g
u+m}. We repeat this process until

the last part of the demonstration. If the last part {egu, e
g
u+1, · · · , e

g
|g|} is less than m+ 1 steps long,

we pad the sequence with zero vectors.

A reward function f(rt) = rt is used on the Apple-Gold, Deep Sea and MuJoco domain, and
f(rt) = 2 · clip(rt, 0, 1) on other environments. rim = 0.1 is the reward to encourage imitation.
More details about hyperparameters and the environments can be found in the Appendix D.
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C ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS

C.1 GENERALIZATION AND ROBUSTNESS IN STOCHASTIC ENVIRONMENTS

We evaluate our method on environments with different levels of stochasticity. For Apple-Gold
domain, in the environments with random initial location of the agent (Figure 9), or with sticky
action (Figure 10), our DTSIL still outperforms the baselines and achieves near-optimal total episode
reward.
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success ratio

Figure 9: Learning curves on Apple-Gold domain with random initial location of the agent in the lower left
corner, where the curves in dark colors are average over 5 curves in light colors. The x-axis and y-axis correspond
to the number of steps and statistics about the performance, respectively. The average reward and average
imitation success ratio are the mean values over 40 recent episodes.
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success ratio

Figure 10: Learning curves on Apple-Gold domain with sticky action of the agent, where the curves in dark
colors are average over 5 curves in light colors. The x-axis and y-axis correspond to the number of steps and
statistics about the performance, respectively. The average reward and average imitation success ratio are the
mean values over 40 recent episodes.

In a more challenging scenario when the location of the objects can be random, previous works
using expert demonstrations (e.g. Aytar et al. (2018)) would also struggle. Our method can be easily
extended to handle this difficulty by ditilling the behavior of good trajectories we collected to train
an unconditional policy robust to the stochasticity. For example, on the Apple-Gold domain with
pixel observation (Figure 11), the location of the gold could be random in the upper middle part of
the maze. We first explore for a sufficiently large number of timesteps (e.g. 10M timesteps) with the
trajectory-conditioned policy to collect good trajectories and then train an unconditional policy by
distilling the behavior, as shown in Figure 11, to always collect the gold. We could see DTSIL with
unconditional policy training is able to generalize in the stochastic environment.
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Figure 11: Learning curves on Apple-Gold domain with stochastic location of the gold in the upper middle part
of the maze, where the curves in dark colors are average over 5 curves in light colors. The x-axis and y-axis
correspond to the number of steps and statistics about the performance, respectively. The average reward and
average imitation success ratio are the mean values over 40 recent episodes.
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C.2 EXPERIMENTS ON TOY MONTEZUMAREVENGE

We evaluate our method on a more challenging domain, Toy Montezuma’s Revenge (Roderick et al.,
2018), which requires a more sophisticated strategy to explore the environment. As shown in Figure
12, there are 24 rooms similar to the layout of the first level of Atari Montezuma’s Revenge, with a
discrete grid for each room. The agent should navigate the labyrinth to locate the keys, unlock the
doors and reach the goal (the treasure room). The observation is represented by the agent’s location
and cumulative episode reward. The state representation et = (roomt, xt, yt,

∑t
i=1 ri) is the same

as the observation.

The learning curve of the averaged episode reward in Figure 13 shows that PPO, PPO+SIL, and
PPO+EXP could not learn a policy to reach the goal. The PPO+EXP agent occasionally finds
a trajectory with the total reward of 11,200 reaching the treasure room, but fails to exploit this
experience. On the other hand, our method learns a good behavior of not only reaching the goal room,
but also collecting all of the keys to achieve an optimal total reward of 11,600.

Figure 12: Map of Toy Montezuma’s Revenge, where
we show the agent (gray), key(blue), door(green), and
treasure (yellow) as squares. The rewards are 100, 300,
and 10000, respectively. An optimal path with the high-
est total reward of 11,600 is shown as a red line.
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Figure 13: Learning curves on Toy Montezuma’s
Revenge averaged over 5 runs.
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C.3 EXPERIMENTS ON DEEP SEA

As introduced in Osband et al. (2019), the deep sea problem is implemented as an N ×N grid with
a one-hot encoding for state. The agent begins each episode in the top left corner of the grid and
descends one row per timestep. Each episode terminates after N steps, when the agent reaches the
bottom row. In each state there is a random but fixed mapping between actions A = {0, 1} and the
transitions ‘left’ and ‘right’. At each timestep there is a small cost r = −0.01/N of moving right, and
r = 0 for moving left. However, should the agent transition right at every timestep of the episode it
will be rewarded with an additional reward of +1. This presents a particularly challenging exploration
problem for two reasons. First, following the ‘gradient’ of small intermediate rewards leads the agent
away from the optimal policy. Second, a policy that explores with actions uniformly at random has
probability 2−N of reaching the rewarding state in any episode.

We compare DTSIL and baselines on deep sea environments with 10× 10 grid and and 30× 30 grid.
The state embedding we use here is exactly the observation. The result is shown in Figure 14. On the
first environment, it is easy for all of the methods to converge to the optimal behavior. The second
one is much more challenging to find the optimal trajectory maximizing total reward. Therefore, PPO
and PPO+SIL fails at such environment due to the hard exploration. PPO+EXP could not always
explore to find the good behavior and exploit it efficiently within 12M timesteps. DTSIL successfully
discovers the right way and imitate to converge to the optimal behavior.
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Figure 14: Experiment on Deep Sea. The learning curves shows the average episode reward, best episode reward,
the number of found state representations, and the average success ratio of imitating the demonstrations in order.
The curves are averaged over 5 independent runs.
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D HYPERPARAMETERS

The hyper-parameters for our proposed method used in each experiment are listed in Table 2. On
Mujoco environment, RL loss alone worked well so we did not include SL loss for behavior cloning.
On the other environments when action prediction in behavior cloning is poor, we set a large J
for quickly learning to imitate demonstrations. When action prediction is accurate enough, we
de-emphasize behavior cloning to enhance exploration around the demonstration. ∆t influences how
flexibly the demonstration should be followed. In our experiment, we have ∆t < m due to the limit
of the length m of the input demonstration part. When the demonstration is longer and harder to
follow, we would want larger ∆t to generously provide imitation reward (More detailed ablation
study of the hyper-parameter ∆t is in Appendix J). On Atari games, there are much more different
trajectories stored in the buffer, so we sample top-100 trajectories as demonstration for imitation of
best experiences. On the other environments, the total number of trajectories is much smaller, so we
only take top-10 or top-1.

Environment Apple-Gold Toy MontezumaRevenge Atari Deep Sea Mujoco

Learning Rate η 2.5e-4 2.5e-4 2.5e-4 2.5e-4 1e-4
∆t 2 4 8 2 8

Length of demonstration
input part m 10 10 10 10 10

Number of supervised
learning updates J

10 decreases to 1
when action prediction

accuracy ≥ 0.75

10 decreases to 1
when action prediction

accuracy ≥ 0.75

10 decreases to 1
when action prediction

accuracy ≥ 0.75

10 decreases to 1
when action prediction

accuracy ≥ 0.75
0

Threshold th for
state embedding 1 1 1 1 1

Top-K trajectories
imitation 1 10 100 1 10

Weight of exploration
λ in PPO+EXP

10
(best one among

5, 10, 20, 50)

1
(best one among

0.5, 1, 2,4)

1
(best one among

0.5, 1, 2,4)

0.2
(best one among
0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1)

1
(best one among

0.5, 1, 2, 4)
Discounting factor γ 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99

Table 2: Hyper-parameters on various environments for our experiments.
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E ENVIRONMENT SETTING

For each experiment we conducted, we list the detailed environment setting in Table 3. There is
stochasticity in the environments of Apple-Gold domain, Toy MontezumaRevenge, Atari, and Mujoco.
On Atari games, we use setting of the random initial delay introduced in (Mnih et al., 2015). On
Mujoco domain, the agent’s initial location is randomly sampled from a Gaussian distribution, as in
standard MuJoco tasks in OpenAI Gym (Brockman et al., 2016).

Environment Apple-Gold Toy MontezumaRevenge Atari Deep Sea Mujoco

Observation

agent’s location (x, y)
in 17x13 grid and
binary variables

indicating whether
apple or gold
is collected

agent’s location
(room, x, y)

in 24x11x11 grid and
accumulated reward

stacked most recent
4 gray observations
with shape 84x84x4

one-hot encoding
of state in 10x10

or 30x30 grid

agent’s location (x,y)
in 22x22 space

and range sensor
reading about
nearby objects

State
Representation (xt, yt,

∑t
i=1 max(ri, 0)) (roomt, xt, yt,

∑t
i=1 ri)

( roomt, xt, yt,∑t
i=1 max(ri, 0))

where (xt, yt) in
9× 9 grid

same as observation (xt, yt,
∑t
i=1 ri)

Action
5 discrete actions:

up, down, left,
right, noop

5 discrete actions:
up, down, left,

right, noop

18 discrete actions:
noop, fire, left,

· · ·
2 discrete actions:

left, right

(dx, dy) in
continuous action

space

Reward
rock -0.05
gold +10
apple +1

key +100
door +300

treasure +10000

mostly zero,
sparse positive rewards
when collecting objects

0 if going left
− 0.01

10
or − 0.01

30
if going right

1 at the
last step if

always going right

key +1
door +2

treasure +6

Time limit 45 steps 1000 steps 4500 steps 10 or 30 steps 1000 steps

Stochasticity

deterministic or
take 3 random

steps before the
episode starts

or sticky action

take 5 random
steps before the
episode starts

{MontezumaRevenge,
Pitfall}-

NoFrameskip-v4;
take a random number

between 0 and 30
of noop actions

before the episode starts

deterministic
take random normal

noise from the
agent’s initial position

Table 3: The setting on various environments for our experiments.
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F COMPARISON WITH LEARNING DIVERSE POLICIES BY SVPG

While the code for the Stein variational policy gradient (SVPG) in Gangwani et al. (2018) has not
yet been released, we replicate the method in Gangwani et al. (2018) to learn diverse policies. Their
experiments focus on continuous control tasks with relatively simple observation spaces with limited
local optimal branches in the state space. We learn 8 diverse policies in parallel following their
method on our Apple-Gold domain with discrete action space. Figure 15 shows a visualization of
the learning progress: the 8 policies learn to cover different regions of the environment. The method
explores better than PPO+SIL, but the exploration of each individual agent is not strong enough to
find the optimal path to achieve the highest episode reward.
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Figure 15: Visualization of the trajectories stored in the buffer for PPO+SIL, SVPG diverse Gangwani et al.
(2018) and our method as training continues. In the second row, we show the trajectories for a total of 8
policies learned simultaneously with the SVPG method proposed in Gangwani et al. (2018), where each color
corresponds to the trajectories collected by each policy.
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G MAP OF ATARI MONTEZUMA’S REVENGE AT THE FIRST LEVEL

On Montezuma’s Revenge, there are multiple levels and each level consists of 24 rooms. A map of
Atari Montezuma’s Revenge at the first level is shown in Figure 16. It is challenging to bring two
keys to open the two doors in room 17 behind the treasure in room 15, where the agent can pass to
the next level.

Figure 16: Map of Atari Montezuma’s Revenge at the first level with 24 rooms. On Montezuma’s Revenge, there
are multiple levels and each level consists of 24 rooms. At the first level, it is challenging to bring two keys to
open the two doors in room 17 behind the treasure in room 15, where the agent can pass to the next level.
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H STUDY OF EXPLORATION EFFICIENCY

To evaluate the efficiency of exploration, we compare our method with the “exploration phase” in the
Go-Explore algorithm (Ecoffet et al., 2019). The idea behind Go-Explore is to reset the agent to any
interesting state sampled from the buffer of state embeddings, and then explore further using random
actions. To study the exploration efficiency of our method, we modify the Go-Explore code such that
we could not reset to any arbitrary states in the environment. Similarly to (Ecoffet et al., 2019), we
use the state representation (levelt, roomt, xt, yt, kt) where kt is the number of keys the agent holds
and (xt, yt) is in a 9× 9 grid division of the frame, and the sampling weight 1√

n(i)
to sample goal

states from the buffer (It is worth noting that the state representation and goal-state sampling function
recommended in Go-Explore paper is more complicated than this setting).

In the Go-Explore method without using the direct ‘reset’ function and with a perfect goal-conditioned
policy to visit any state sampled from the buffer, the agent could precisely advance to the goal state
by following the stored trajectory. The total steps taken in the environment are counted by summing
the number of steps taken to follow the stored trajectories and the number of steps taken to explore.
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Figure 17: Learning curves of the number of rooms and the number of different state representations found on
Atari Montezuma’s Revenge, averaged over 5 runs. The curves in dark colors are the average of the 5 curves in
light colors. During training, the state representation used is (levelt, roomt, xt, yt, kt).

In Figure 18, we show the average number of rooms found and the number of different state
representations found during training. Even if we assume that there is a perfect goal-conditioned
policy in Go-Explore to guide the agent to follow the stored trajectory exactly and visit the goal
state, the learning curves demonstrate that our method is more efficient for exploring diverse state
representations and consequently visits several rooms. This is because our method uses the count-
based exploration bonus to encourages the exploration around and beyond the stored trajectories and
the imitation reward allows the agent to follow the demonstrations in a soft-order.
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Figure 18: Learning curves of the average reward, the best episode reward, the number of rooms, the number
of different state representations found on Atari Montezuma’s Revenge, averaged over 5 runs. The curves in
dark colors are the average of the 5 curves in light colors. During training, the state representation used is
(levelt, roomt, xt, yt, kt).

In addition, we notice that, comparing with the state embedding (roomt, xt, yt,
∑t
i=1 ri), the state em-

bedding (levelt, roomt, xt, yt, kt) makes the size of embedding space smaller so that the exploration
could be more efficient. Such state representation conflates similar states while not conflating states
that are meaningfully different. Therefore, our method could reach a higher average score around
29,817. Here, the baseline PPO+Exp is essentially the CoEX method introduced in Choi et al. (2018)
with state embedding extracted from RAM, therefore DTSIL performs better than PPO+CoEX+RAM
no matter the state embedding is (roomt, xt, yt,

∑t
i=1 ri) or (levelt, roomt, xt, yt, kt).
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I STUDY OF ADVANTAGE IN EXPLOITATION

We compared our method DTSIL with PPO+EXP in the main text. PPO+EXP encourages exploration
to novel states by providing auxiliary rewards to the agent, while our method rewards the agent when
it successfully follow the demonstrations which leads to novel states. In order to understand more
about the difference between these two mechanism, we propose a variant of our method denoted
as “DTSIL-combine”. In this variant, we do not separate the exploration mode and imitation mode.
However, we always sample the top-K best trajectories with highest total reward

∑|τ |
t=0(f(rt) +

λ√
N(et)

). The PPO+EXP baseline directly optimize the objective
∑|τ |
t=0(f(rt) + λ√

N(et)
) via the

reinforcement learning algorithm while this variant indirectly optimizes such objective by imitating
the best trajectories with highest value of

∑|τ |
t=0(f(rt) + λ√

N(et)
). We investigate the different

performance of these two methods on the Apple-Gold domain.
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Figure 19: Learning curves averaged over 5 runs. The curves in dark colors are the average of the 5 curves in
light colors.

With λ = 10 which is the best hyper-parameter we found after searching λ = 5, 10, 20, 50 for
PPO+EXP on Apple-Gold domain, in Figure 19c we could notice both PPO+EXP agent and DTSIL-
combine agent have 3 out of 5 runs finding the optimal trajectory with episode rewards 8.5 and the
other 2 runs get stuck at the sub-optimal behavior. However, in Figure 19b, DTSIL-combine is better
at optimizing the objective

∑|τ |
t=0 f(rt) + 10√

N(et)
averaging over the agent’s recent episodes and

therefore it achieves higher environment environment reward as training goes on. As shown in Figure
19a, DTSIL-combine agent reproduce the good trajectories to collect the gold in 3 out of 5 runs
while PPO+EXP agent is trapped at the behavior collecting the apples. The main reason might be
that DTSIL-combine agent never forgets the good experience of collecting gold, and always select
such good trajectories as demonstrations to guide the agent, while PPO+EXP might forget the good
trajectories occasionally found or fails to exploit them before the exploration bonus vanishes. The
importance of exploitation of the good experience to help the agent reproduce high-reward trajectories
is also discussed in Oh et al. (2018).
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J ABLATION STUDY OF HYPER-PARAMETER ∆t

We study the effect of the hyper-parameter ∆t in the various environments. At each step, we provide
m = 10 (considering the computational burden, we selected the value of m as 10 for all experiments)
steps of state embeddings from the demonstration trajectory as input into the trajectory-conditioned
policy. Then we evaluate whether the agent has visited any of the next ∆t state embeddings from
the lastly visited state embedding in the demonstration. It worth to note that the last visited state
embedding must be included in the part of policy input. Thus, we should only compare the agent’s
current state embedding with the state embeddings in the demonstration segment provided into the
policy for imitation reward. Therefore, the proper value of ∆t should be less than m = 10 and we
consider ∆t = 2, 4, 8.

On the simple environments such as Apple-Gold and Deep Sea, we could see in Figure 20a and 20b
the different values of ∆t do not influence the performance a lot.

As shown in Figure 20c and 20d, on more challenging environments where the demonstration
trajectory is longer and it’s harder to learn to imitate the demonstration, it’s better to set a larger value
of ∆t and we can provide imitation reward to the agent and encourage the imitation learning more
generously. In general, allowing the agent some flexibility of imitation by setting ∆t close to m
works well.

In summary, ∆t = 8 is a proper value for all of our primary experiment environments.
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Figure 20: Learning curves averaged over at least 3 independent runs. The curves in dark colors are the average
of the curves in light colors.
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K STUDY OF THE STOCHASTICITY IN THE ENVIRONMENT

As listed in Table 3, we consider stochastic environments for all the primary experiments, including
the Apple-Gold domain, Montezuma’s Revenge, Pitfall, and Mujoco maze. We set the initial state of
the agent to be random. On the Apple-Gold domain, the agent takes 3 random steps in the left bottom
part of the maze before the episode starts. On Montezuma’s Revenge, the mechanism of random
initial no-ops is one of the standard ways to introduce stochasticity in the environment (Machado
et al., 2017), as in previous work (Mnih et al., 2015).

To show the difficulty in policy learning introduced by the stochastic environments, we tried to
memorize and repeat the action sequence in the demonstration trajectory and check whether the agent
could successfully visit the state of interest by following the demonstration. In Figure 21c and 22c, it
is clear that the success ratio in imitation is much lower than DTSIL, because the agent could not
successfully follow the demonstration by just repeating the action sequence step by step. Especially
on Montezuma’s Revenge, with random initial no-ops, the state of the enemy and electricity beam
when the agent starts moving is randomized. Thus it could not successfully avoid death by just
repeating the stored action sequence.

Obviously, when the environment is completely deterministic, repeating the action sequence could
perfectly guide the agent to the state of interest. However, with the stochasticity of the random initial
state, just memorizing the action sequence is sufficient to make the agent revisit novel regions. Thus,
the agent could not revisit the novel regions as efficiently as DTSIL to discover better trajectories and
converge to a better total episode reward, as shown in Figure 21a, 21b,22a, 22b .
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Figure 21: Learning curves averaged over 5 independent runs. The curves in dark colors are the average of the
curves in light colors. The Apple-Gold domain is with random initial state of the agent.
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Figure 22: Learning curves averaged over 3 independent runs. The curves in dark colors are the average of the
curves in light colors. The Montezuma’s Revenge is with random initial delay of the agent.
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L RANDOM EXPLORATION WITH EPSILON-GREEDY POLICY

In this section, we investigate an additional baseline method, random exploration with epsilon-greedy
policy, which is a traditional exploration method in reinforcement learning problems. We consider
combining epsilon-greedy policy with PPO or DQN framework and run experiments on Apple-Gold,
Deep Sea, and Montezuma’s Revenge. Our implementation is based on OpenAI baselines (Dhariwal
et al., 2017).

As shown in Figure 23, 24, 25, we searched different values of the hyper-parameters for the scheduling
of the epsilon, though the performance is not better than DTSIL. Especially, random exploration
performs poorly on Montezuma’s Revenge. The average score is less than 100, which is consistent
with the experimental results from previous works (Mnih et al., 2015; Schulman et al., 2017).
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(c) With DQN framework, the value of ε is
scheduled in the linear way, from 1 (at the
start of training) to 0 (at the end of training)

Figure 23: Learning curves of the average episode rewards over the recent 40 episodes. On the Apple-Gold
domain, DTSIL reaches episode reward of 8.5 as shown in Section 4.1 while the random exploration with
epsilon-greedy policy gets stuck at the episode reward of 2.
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(c) With DQN framework, the value of ε is
scheduled in the linear way, from 1 (at the
start of training) to 0 (at the end of training)

Figure 24: Learning curves of the average episode rewards over the recent 40 episodes. On the Deap Sea
environment with N = 30, DTSIL reaches episode reward of 1 as shown in Appendix C.3 while the random
exploration with epsilon-greedy policy gets stuck at the negative episode reward.
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Figure 25: Learning curves of the average episode rewards over the recent 40 episodes. On the Montezuma’s
Revenge, DTSIL reaches episode reward over 20,000 as shown in Section 4.2 while the random exploration with
epsilon-greedy policy could not reaches score over 100.
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